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End-effector plays a decisive role in the practical use of robot. In the two-color sole molding production
line, operating robot is used to replace the traditional manual operation. This paper designed a double
fulcrum gripper, which is mainly composed of double gripper, double fulcrum hinge, double large diameter
- lead ratio screw, taper plate, reset spring motor, etc. The correct position between the gripper clipper
and the handle is precisely controlled by the pressure difference norm of the gripper clipper and the large
diameter-lead ratio screw mechanism. The embedded large diameter-lead ratio screw mechanism is used
to accurately displace the taper plate, and then the lever is rotated to achieve the reliable clamping of the
handle to complete the operation function. The clipper working surface is optimized and universal, which
can not only operate the mold, but also effectively grip objects within a certain weight range.
Keywords: Double fulcrum gripper; Difference norm; Double large diameter-lead ratio screw; Load set;
B-spline surface

Introduction

The robot end-effector needs to effectively grip objects to provide technical support for
handling, warehousing, or other operations. Generally, the gripper exerts positive clamping
pressure on the object to obtain a certain friction force so that the object does not fall off or
obtains reliable clamping force through the test. If the positive pressure provided is too small,
it is difficult to hold an object effectively and reliably. If the positive pressure is too large, it may
cause excessive deformation or even damage of the clamping part of the object, and also cause
waste of energy. Such grippers lack versatility. The mechanical gripper has the advantages of
simple structure, reliability and good versatility. It can be subdivided into translation type
and return transformation type. In the rotary gripper has a single fulcrum and double fulcrum
points, clamp type and support type; There are electric, hydraulic and pneumatic driving
mode. In the current study, a universal flexible gripper with double fulcrum is proposed and
designed, which can ensure effective gripper in a certain weight range. Due to the optimized
calculation of applied force, the gripper is reliable and saves energy. At the same time, the
gripper can meet the requirements of multi-color sole molding robot to operate the mold
[1-3].
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Principles and Methods
Weight range of objects to clamp
Let the clamping weight of moving object be
Ww = W0 ±

1
∆W
2

(1)

where W0 ——the average weight of the object expected to
be clamped can also be regarded as the weight of the object most
frequently needed to be clamped.

∆W ——The expected weight variation range of the clamped
object.

Clamping force (positive pressure) application and
calculation

the stationary state changes to motion, there is an acceleration,
which affects the holding state of the object -- when the gripper
rises, it becomes “overweight”; A “centrifugal force” occurs
when the gripper rotates. When the clamping object rotates, the
centrifugal force is

Ffugal= M ×

V22
R

(4)

where M—— weight of the object

Sufficient friction should be provided to balance with the sum
of and gravity and supergravity Wb:

P = µ × N ≥ Ww max + Wb = (W0 +

1
∆W ) + M × a
2

(5)

Accordingly, the load set that provides sufficient friction force

According to Coulomb’s law of friction, the static friction force
is proportional to the positive pressure N applied to the object, and
is proportional to the friction coefficient µ

is:

If only the weightiest of the object is considered, the friction
provided when the maximum dead weight of the object is taken
should be at least

In the production line of multi-color shoe molding robot, it is
necessary to operate the mold reliably to completely replace manual
operation (Figure 1). The handle of the mold is a cylindrical steel
piece connected with the mold piece. After being clamped by this
study, the manipulator arm is connected and separated dynamically
smoothly with the operating lever of the mold [4]. Double fulcrum
gripper applied to the mold turning torque to ensure effective mold
turning, the process is stable, few impact, good effect (Figure 2).

P= µ × N

N≥

1
1
(W0 + ∆W )
2
µ

(2)

(3)

Design and calculation of actual force application

When the gripper holds the object, the usual state is static. Once

=
{Wei }

{W

W max

, WW max + Wb , WW max + Ffungal , WW max + Wb + Ffungal }

(6)

Application Examples and Analysis of Mechanics
Properties

Figure 1: Simulation of working process.
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Figure 2: Mechanics model of gripper clipper.

Mechanics model and force analysis of gripper
In essence, one of the clippers of a double fulcrum gripper is
a lever, as shown in figure. At this stage when the end-effector is
approaching the target, the clipper is basically in A free state of
release, and the clipper has not yet contacted the operating handle.
The balance is only achieved between the hinge fulcrum and the
operating point of the compression spring, and the contact point A
between the cone plate and the clipper.
In the collision transition stage, the gripper is in the second
position, and the guide surface of the gripper is in contact with
the operating handle and there is relative sliding, thus forming a
relatively complex force balance. The analysis is as follows. The
balance of the force system is:
ϕ

ϕ

Fxg + Ffg cos ϕ + Fhx − Fx1 + Ff 1 cos = 0; Fyg − Ffg sin ϕ + Fhy − Fy1 + Ff 1 sin = 0
2
2

(7)

− Ffg × L15 − Fxg × L17 + Fyg × ( L10 + L11 ) + M 0 + Fx1 × L13 + Fy1 × L14 − Ff 1 × L16 + Fs1 × L9 =
0 (8)

Thus, the FR1 in the collision transition stage can be obtained.

Similarly, in the grasping and actual operating stage, the gripper
is in the third position, and the instantaneous force state of the
gripper holding the handle can be obtained:

F3 + Fhx − Fx 3 + Ff 3 cos

θ

2

=
0
;

P3 + Fhy − Fs3 + Fy 3 + Ff 3 sin

θ

2

=
0
;

− F3 × L13 + P3 × L10 + M 0 − Fy 3 × L9 − Ff 3 × L18 + Fs 3 × L9 =
0
So that FR 3 and P3 in grasping stage were obtained.

(9)

The above analysis of the force on the gripper is based on the

grasping force ( Fy ). If subdivided by Fx or analyzed according to
the resultant force FR , the force state trend of the gripper is the
same (Figure 3) and (Figure 4).

Figure 3: State curves of colliding and clamping force.
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Figure 4: Difference norm method.

Position judgment and adjustment of gripper based on
difference norm method
In order to hold the handle accurately, the difference norm
method is used to judge and adjust the relative position of the
clipper and the handle. In ideal condition, the position of sensor
0 on the clipper should coincide with the position of the operating
handle Oh 0 , and the clamping force is equal to the set value; the
positions of sensor 1 and sensor 2 are both distributed on both
sides, and the forces on them are small and equal. On this basis,
we have

FC 0 − FN 0 ≤ ε 0 ; FCI − FN 1 ≤ ε1 , FC 2 − FN 2 ≤ ε 2 (10)

F
F
F
where， C 0 ， C1 ， C 2 are the required forces exerting on
the operating handle, respectively.

Take ε 0 with a small positive number, and also take ε1 = ε 2 as
also a small positive number, then the pressure values of the three
sensors on the gripper clipper can be accurately adjusted by the
large-diameter-leader-ratio screw mechanism, so that the gripper
can grasp the handle better [5,6]. When the gripper has not reached
the ideal position, the operating handle located on the left side of
the center of the gripper, that is,
this time

FNI > FN 0 > FN 2

Oh1 is on the left side of Oh 0 . At

(11)

When the screw mechanism runs forward accurately, the taper
plate continues to move slightly left, then it will appear

FN 0 > FN 1 =
FN 2 (12)

At this optimal position the gripper is fixed, and Oh 2 si at the

right of Oh 0 .
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Conclusion
The double fulcrum gripper designed in this paper is mainly
composed of gripper clipper, fulcrum, cone plate, reset spring,
moving nut, large ratio of diameter to lead screw, bearing, coupling
and motor. It is a universal double fulcrum flexible gripper with
optimized design, which can ensure effective gripper within a
certain weight range of the object. Due to the optimized calculation
of the applied force, the gripper is reliable and saves energy.

This double fulcrum gripper is flexible. Using planning and
optimal design, it can hold objects of different weights within a
certain range; Under the same set of grippers, according to the
different task and content, the combination of gripper - vertical
movement - rotation - operation can be safely and reliably realized.
A number of pressure sensors are set up in the area that is in
contact with the object and mainly grasps the object. In addition,
the clamping clipper working surface is designed as a combination
of B-spline surface + cylindrical surface + B-spline surface, which
makes the object grasps reliably and is easy to manufacture. The
gripper clamping working surface is coated with high-strength
wear-resisting plastic, and the lever working cylinder surface is
quenched, which not only ensures the wear resistance, but also
meets the need of keeping contact with the cone plate when the
gripper is rotating around the fulcrum, thus forming a good and
durable double fulcrum gripper. By using the difference norm
algorithm and taking δ as a positive number less than 1, the friction
force of gripper can be precisely controlled by comparing the ideal
value calculated according to the optimal design with the actual
value and adjusting it in real time. The design and adoption of a
large ratio of diameter to lead screw mechanism provide a reliable
guarantee for the micro displacement of the cone plate and the
accurate adjustment of the clamping force imposed on the gripper.
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